The Internet of Things is expected to contribute to a "smarter world" by connecting the physical to the virtual, i.e., enabling advanced knowledge engineering over the big data gathered about the physical world. However, such a promise comes along with high resource consumption, spanning the network, storage and computational resources, not to mention possible security and privacy threats. As a result, it tends to be admitted that the IoT smartness will not be accommodated at scale by a centralized cloud-based approach. Instead, the deployment of IoT systems needs to leverage a highly distributed system architecture, which optimizes the distribution of the computation -from the edge to the cloud-according to the unique business requirements in terms of financial cost, latency, availability, etc. Toward that goal, this paper introduces the LATTICE framework, which aims at taming the complexity of configuring edge-based IoT systems. LATTICE builds upon ontologies that have proven useful to characterize the constituents of IoT systems in the required domain-specific way. However, LATTICE also revisits the exploitation of ontologies -i.e., the formal description of the real world, spanning the physical and cyber entities-across the development life-cycle of the IoT systems. As a first evidence, this paper introduces an automated approach to the optimization of IoT system configurations at the edge, provided the ontological description of the target IoT system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) holds the promise of blending the physical and virtual worlds. Connected objects enable the virtual world to aggregate knowledge about the physical world across time and space, and to leverage this knowledge to act upon the physical world. In other words, we expect our physical world to become "digitally smarter" as illustrated by the addition of the smart adjective to most physical environments. For instance, the IoT enables smarter cities to monitor and act upon the urban environment at an unprecedented scale. The foreseen positive impact is the ability to overcome the critical issues that the large cities are facing like the increased consumption of natural resources, exposure of the population to environmental pollution, urban traffic, etc. [1] .
There is no doubt that technologies already offer a wealth of solutions for the society to benefit from the IoT: Wireless Sensor & Actuator Networks (WSAN) have taught us how to deploy wireless, resource-constrained devices in a variety of places -from body to harsh environments- [2] - [4] ; Cloud computing brings the computational and storage capacity needed to collect and analyze the big data that the IoT produces [5] - [7] ; Machine learning and data analytics enable us to learn about the physical environment and even anticipate the future from the gathered observations [8] - [10] . The list of relevant technologies is much longer and keep expanding, and we already witness numerous successful deployments of IoT systems in many vertical sectors. Still, the deployment of IoT solutions is far from being a norm in the various verticals that it may support. Obviously, there are economic considerations related to the definition of the business models associated with the cost-effectiveness of IoT solutions, which are beyond the scope of distributed computing. However, and this is the focus of this paper, distributed computing research has a major role to play in democratizing the IoT so that IoT systems may easily be deployed and operated for the social good -in the most cost-effective way.
The starting point of our research is that the development of IoT systems is hard despite the existing enabling technologies. IoT systems are among today's most challenging distributed computing systems because they require extensive expertise in both the vertical domain they support (e.g., consider the complexity of the urban environment and even the specific example of urban pollution monitoring [11] ), and the digital sciences and technologies that they must compose (cf. the above list of underlying technologies). Bringing together expertise in the digital with some vertical domain is not a new concern. Software system engineering has in particular brought significant enablers through requirements engineering methods and tools [12] , as well as domain-specific languages [13] . Ontological engineering has also proven a valuable tool to address the requirements of domain-specific systems [14] . However, the development of IoT systems further requires dealing with the deployment of the "Things" in the physical area that they instrument. And, this deployment potentially involves a large number of highly heterogeneous things that produce 24/7 data streams. In a nutshell, the challenge facing the development of IoT systems is that of highly complex IT systems, while further requiring very specialized domain knowledge. We argue that the formal description of the real world, i.e., using ontologies, enable taming such a complexity in the required domain-specific way, but that a major re-think is needed regarding how ontologies are exploited in the development of IoT systems.
The use of ontologies in IoT systems is not new; it has been stressed as a major enabler since the early days of the IoT. Precisely, ontologies primarily serve two related, yet complementary, purposes in the deployment of IoT systems: (i) reasoning about the gathered data by characterizing the concepts of the specific physical domain under scrutiny [15] , [16] , and (ii) interoperability by characterizing the connected things through the relevant metadata [17] , [18] . However, the complexity of IoT systems is not only due to their heterogeneity, their scale and uncertainty are two other complexity factors. Still, we argue that ontologies may serve managing the overall complexity of distributed IoT systems at all the phases of the system development, from architecture design to the implementation of the system components:
• Understanding the vertical domain: By their very definition, ontologies characterize the various concepts of a given domain, and their relation [19] , [20] . • Facing heterogeneity: We have already stressed that ontologies have been extensively used to enable interoperability within IoT systems. However, we emphasize that ontologies allow overcoming heterogeneity across the distributed system stack [21] . That is, ontologies enable reasoning about the semantics of distributed protocols and further synthesizing mediators that reconcile their functional mismatches [22] . • Facing scale: The large scale of the IoT manifests itself with respect to the number of things, and the volume of data that is generated. Dealing with the former is about abstracting the problem space, while the physical domain is often structured around repetitive concepts (e.g., consider a city map). Hence, ontologies provide us with the right engineering tool to define the domains' abstractions. Dealing with the high data volume of the IoT primarily relies on distributed system paradigms for which edge/fog computing is becoming an appealing solution [23] , [24] . Still, and this is the focus of our paper, ontologies enable tackling the optimization of the system configurations at the edge. • Facing uncertainty: Uncertainty is a built-in features of the IoT, from the one of the availability of Things to the one of the confidence (accuracy) of the provided knowledge. The semantics of things and of their observations enable reasoning about their composition, correction, and replacement so as to overcome the uncertainty that arises [17] .
Democratizing the deployment of IoT systems by revisiting the exploitation of ontologies -i.e., leveraging the formal description of the real world, spanning the physical and cyber entities-across the development life-cycle is a long term research agenda. As a first evidence, this paper focuses on the role that ontologies may play to optimize the configuration of IoT systems at the edge, thereby addressing the system's scale in a domain-specific way. After an overview of edge-based IoT systems within Section II, the paper makes the following contributions:
1) We introduce the LATTICE ontology-based framework for the development of IoT systems, which generate an optimized configuration of the systems provided the ontologies associated with their vertical domains (Section III). 2) We detail the ontologies that are at the core of the LATTICE framework, and derive from the state of the art IoT system models (Section IV). 3) We show how to leverage the IoT system ontologies to synthesize the optimization problem associated with the placement of the computational nodes and the allocation of tasks, at the edge, and further generate the corresponding optimizer code (Section V). Finally, we conclude with areas for future work in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
Initially, the architecture of IoT systems were largely cloudbased. That is, the systems were structured around a Wireless Sensor & Actuator Network to sense and act upon the physical environment, while the sensor data are transferred toward the cloud for analysis and controlling back the actuators. However, with the increasing very large scale -either happening or foreseen-of the IoT, an emerging trend in IoT applications is to move the computation closer to the source of the data [25] . The motivations are many-fold, among which: (i) the scale of the systems in terms of the number of sensors and the volume of data leads to massive resource consumption from the network up to the computational resources, (ii) many of the IoT applications involve timeliness and even safety-critical requirements that a centralized architecture cannot guarantee at scale, and (iii) the increasing concern for privacy and security challenges the adequacy of aggregating all the knowledge at the central cloud. Following, since the last few years, there is extensive research and development on supporting the deployment of edge/fog computing as part of IoT systems.
The literature is rich of definitions for fog and edge computing [26] , including by industrial consortia [27] , [28] . In particular, the boundary between fog and edge computing is tiny and the two terms are sometimes used interchangeably. In our work, we tend to consider the two as similar and referring to bringing computing and storage resources closer to the devices (i.e., at the edge), while fog computing additionally stresses the virtualization of the infrastructure.
Research on easing the exploitation of edge computing within IoT applications then ranges from the study of the supporting programming models and framework, to the study of the edge placement. Regarding the definition of programming models for IoT applications that get deployed over edge nodes, most solutions adopt a distributed data flow approach where the development of the application subdivides into the implementation of the node functions, and the composition of those functions [29] , [30] . This further leads some work to focus on the development of libraries for the implementation of advanced features at the edge nodes like online learning [31] . The deployment of IoT systems featuring edge nodes also requires dealing with the placement of the nodes. This is addressed as an optimization problem, where solutions differ depending on whether they focus on the placement of the IoT services on a priori deployed edge nodes [32] , or on the deployment of the edge nodes themselves [33] , [34] .
In accordance with the above evolution of IoT systems, initial industry solutions for the IoT were largely cloud-based with the processing addressing: (a) operational decisions (i.e., implementing the business rules), and (b) the feedback loop via machine learning (i.e., automatically inferring the business rules). Most efforts focused on the second aspect (i.e., machine learning). Solutions include for instance Siemens MindSphere 1 and the IBM Watson IoT platform 2 . So as to address the limitations arising with the cloud-based solutions (networking cost, lack of security, increased latency, reduced reliability and availability), large cloud corporations have invested efforts into edge-based IoT. Most of the efforts are dedicated to facilitating the writing of software that implement the business decisions on the CPU closer to the sensors and actuators. Technically, this translates into better support for streaming and data analytics at the edge. Related solutions includes the AWS green grass 3 and Azure IoT Central 4 . In a complementary way, solutions providing the horizontal capabilities required at the edge are emerging like Intel CPU Oat 5 , Cisco Kinetic 6 , Mulesoft data integration 7 , etc.
However, despite the significant effort devoted developing edge-based IoT systems, little consideration has been given to the problem of designing the global architecture for cloud and edge processing, where part of the computations are done at the edge, and part on the cloud. In general, very little effort is dedicated to help users find a global optimal solution based on their unique business requirements in terms of financial and resource costs, latency, availability, etc. One of the very few offerings in the industry in this area is PTC Thingworx 8 . Thingworx offers a tool helping users to design a global architecture, yet all the decisions are still taken manually, despite the complexity of the problem. Code is also written by hand and not automatically generated, which is known to be highly inefficient and error-prone. On the other hand, the optimization of node placement has been extensively studied in the networking domain with the introduction of diverse heuristics depending on the target problem (e.g., [33] ), which may be leveraged for the configuration of edge-based IoT systems.
In this paper, we show that the optimization problem may be generated from the ontologies associated with the definition of: the physical entities, the data flow among the related sensors and actuators, and the optimization requirement for the system. The vision is that starting from the ontologies characterizing the -vertical and digital-domain space, we are able to address the overall development, from architecture design to node implementation, of edge-based IoT systems. We specifically introduce the design of the supporting LATTICE framework, together with how it enables generating the optimizer code for a given IoT configuration. Figure 1 depicts the key elements of the LATTICE framework:
III. THE LATTICE FRAMEWORK
• The framework takes as input the ontologies associated with the target use case, which relate to (see § IV for detail): (i) the physical entities, (ii) the cyber entities used for sensing and actuation, and (iii) the constraints and optimization parameters for the IoT system. The ontologies leverage as much as possible existing standards (see [18] for a survey). In particular, there exist various ontology standards for characterizing application domains as well as IoT networks. • Provided the ontologies, the domain modeler instantiates the initial IoT configuration, i.e., the modeler defines: (i) the sensing, actuation and networking capabilities that are deployed in the physical space, (ii) the processing tasks that need to be deployed between the sensors and actuators, and (iii) the optimization objectives and constraints for the system. We note that the work of the modeler may be quite straightforward considering the repetitive nature of most physical spaces. For instance, the operation of a building may be addressed at the level of a floor (the IoT system being the same at each floor), and the design of the IoT system at the floor level may even be simplified by abstracting all the similar rooms as a single room -at least from the modeling perspective. • Once the model of the IoT system is available, the framework builds a constrained optimization problem in order to compute the best solution for computational node placement and task allocation (see § V for detail). The two next sections detail the LATTICE core where we take the example of a hydroponics system [35] for illustration. In a hydroponics room, the vegetables are grown in nutrient solutions (see Figure 2 ). The supporting IoT system must thus monitor and control various physical variables, e.g., temperature, humidity, CO2, air flow, lighting, and fertilizer concentration, balance, and pH [36] , [37] .
IV. CHARACTERIZING THE PROBLEM SPACE USING ONTOLOGIES
Ontological engineering is about abstracting the knowledge of domains as a set of concepts and relationships among those concepts. This is enabled through the formal specification of individuals (instances of objects), classes, attributes, etc. In particular, an object property specifies a relation between class instances, while a data property specifies a relation between an instance and a simple data value (string, integer, etc.).
Ontological engineering has proven useful for various automated applications (AI, knowledge engineering over the web, etc.) as it eases refining and reasoning about such knowledge. The LATTICE framework specifically leverages ontologies to formally characterize -both the domain-specific and the digital-constituents of the IoT systems, which subdivide into:^ƚ 1) The physical entities (e.g., the trays of the hydroponics room) defining the physical space (e.g., a hydroponics room) that the IoT system monitors and controls; 2) The cyber entities that define the network of things underlying the system (i.e., sensors, actuators, computational nodes and networks); 3) The data flows across the cyber entities to actually monitor and control the space that the system implements.
As we sketch in Section I, leveraging the ontology-based formalization of the physical and cyber entities composing an IoT system is a classical approach to overcome the heterogeneity of the Things. As such, and although this is beyond the scope of this paper, the LATTICE framework may exploit existing ontologies [18] , while the characterization of data flows follows from state of the art programming models associated with edge-based IoT systems [29] .
The focus of this paper is to show how we exploit the ontology-encoded knowledge about IoT systems to optimize the configuration of the system at the edge -i.e., to optimize the placement of the computational nodes that host the tasks collecting sensor data and controlling the actuators. We first outline the associated ontological engineering for which we use the hydroponics scenario for illustration, providing an excerpt of the associated ontology definition.
A. Physical & Cyber Entities
The LATTICE framework takes as input ontologies characterizing the physical and cyber entities. The needed ontologies may be either already available or introduced by the domain modeler. Ultimately, the domain modeler leverages the ontology characterizing the physical space that the target IoT system monitors and controls, i.e., the hydroponics room in our illustrative example. Figure 3 depicts the physical entities of the hydroponics room of Figure 2 : the room is made up of multiple stacks; each stack consists of multiple levels; and, at each level, there are multiple trays with plants. Additionally, each stack is connected to multiple towers that control the water and nutrient levels within each tray. Finally, the hydroponics room has one tank and one nutrient controllers that adjust the nutrient and water levels of the whole room. Figure 4 illustrates the corresponding ontology formalization, starting from the Room concept. The hydroponics physical entities (e.g., NutrientController, Stack) are introduced through a number of object properties (e.g., hasNutCntr, hasStack). The "deployment" of the cyber entities (i.e., sensing and actuation) across the physical entities is also specified using object properties (e.g., hasNutSensing, hasNutActuation); they deal with controlling the nutrient levels within the room.
To enable the data exchange between the cyber entities, the access network (e.g., WiFi or ZigBee) is defined using the Network class. Additionally, we define data properties for representing network characteristics, such as netRange, dataRate and latency. Without loss of generality, we assume that the network is set at the room level (see hasNetwork). However, a domain modeler may refine the current ontology by introducing different types of networks at different physical entities. For example, the cyber entities of TankController may interact with each other through WiFi, while the cyber entities of NutrientController may interact through ZigBee. Such high-level network classes can also be extended to represent actual networks, e.g., a specific ZigBee network could link the HydroponicsRoom to the NutrientController and the TankController while another ZigBee network could link the HydroponicsRoom to the Stack.
Last but not least, and as depicted in Figure 5 , a cyber entity (e.g., NutrientSensing) is a super class of sensor and actuator classes of the nutrient controller (HeartbeatWaterTemp, AcidPump, etc). To characterize the data generated within the IoT system, we define data properties relations related to accuracy, data rates, data sizes and data formats for sensors as well as data rates and data formats for actuators. Note that such characteristics (and possibly others) may leverage well-known, third-party, ontologies for the IoT such as SOSA/SSN [38] .
B. Data Flows
To define the data flows associated with the physical entities, we first define the physical phenomena that must be monitored. Then, we define the tasks that process these phenomena to control the physical entities. More specifically, one or more sensors sense some physical phenomena and each task accepts the sensed data to process them and then actuate one or more actuators. For example, for a given physical entity (e.g., the NutrientController) the domain modeler has to define the associated physical phenomena (e.g., the nutrient controller's physical phenomena NutrientPhyPhenomena), as well as the tasks (NutrientTasks) processing the data flows coming from the related sensors for possible actuation (see Figure 6 ). For instance, as depicted on Figure 6 , the HeartbeatWaterTemp sensor senses the WaterTemp physical phenomenon, while the task TempVerifier accepts HeartbeatWaterTemp raw data to process them and actuate the TempNotifier actuator. To enable human interactions, the NutPumpObserver task accepts data from the NutUI in order to control the pump of the room (ControllerPump). Similarly, the domain modeler can specify data flows between sensors/UIs and actuators in the 
C. Optimization Metrics
Once the physical and cyber entities, as well as data flows, are defined, the modeler needs to express what must be optimized and what are the constraints to satisfy with regards to the computation of node placement and task allocation. Having different use cases or different domains implies having different metrics to optimize, such as, e.g.: the network latency, the energy consumption, the data transmission cost if thirdparty networks are involved, the availability of the network, or the maintenance cost.
In the ontology, the modeler can create or reuse metrics classes and connect them to tasks using the object properties maximizes and minimizes. Figure 7 provides an example where the FilterVerifier, which is a task of the tank controller physical entity defined in Figure 4 , must have the minimum Latency (i.e., the minimum time for receiving data from sensors and sending orders to actuators) and the maximum Availability (i.e., the maximum uptime). These metrics will later be optimized based on the data properties of the sensors, the actuators and the network links. Still in the example shown in Figure 7 , Availability will be based on the availability of the networks and sensors; and Latency will be based on the latency of networks.
Similarly, the modeler can express constraint on metrics, such as the minimum availability of a task, by attaching constraint concepts to tasks. Data properties defined in the XML Schema Datatypes 9 (e.g., minInclusive or maxInclusive, that represents a minimum or a maximum value) can then be used to parameterize the constraint by setting the range or the accepted values for the constraint. This is for instance illustrated in Figure 7 with the specification that the SpillVerifier task should be available 95% of the time. 9 https://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-2 N , T , A, S, P , L Sets of nodes, tasks, actuators, sensors, physical entities, and network links. r(n) Amount of a resource r for the node n. r(l) Amount of a resource r for the network link l. c(t)
Consumption of a resource by the task t for its execution. For each resource consumption c, there exists a corresponding resource r. l [x, n] Indicates that a node n can communicate with a sensor or an actuator x through a network l.
t[s], t[a]
Indicates that a task t consumes data from a sensor s or controls an actuator a. 
n[t]
Indicates that a task t is allocated to a node n. p [n] Indicates that a node n is attached to a physical entity p. In addition of setting the metrics to optimize for each task, the modeler is provided with the ability to define metrics to optimize globally for the whole network.
V. OPTIMIZATION
Given all the elements defined in the ontology, we have to build a constrained optimization problem for the computation of the node placement and task allocation. In a nutshell, the node placement consists in finding how many computational nodes of which type (e.g., Raspberry PI) must be attached to which physical entities, and the task allocation consists in finding onto which of these nodes each task is going to be deployed. As detailed below, the computation of the solution relies on: (i) the conversion of the ontology-based formalization into an abstract optimization problem -i.e., a formulation of a constraint programming problem-( § V-A), followed by (ii) the translation of this abstract representation into code for a given optimizer implementation, such as Gecode 10 or Choco 11 ( § V-B).
A. Building the Optimization Problem
To build the optimization problem, the ontology concepts are mapped into constraint programming concepts. Roughly speaking, a formal constraint programming problem is composed of a set of constants, a set of variables, a set of objectives to minimize or maximize, and a set of constraints [39] . They all derive from the ontology definition as follows.
a) Constant and variables: The problem inputs, i.e., the concepts defined in the ontology for representing the physical entities, cyber entities and data flows, are converted into the constants defined in Table I . The problem outputs, i.e., the allocation of tasks to nodes and the association of nodes and physical entities are represented by the variables defined in Table II . b) Objective functions: As exposed in § IV-C, the modeler defines the metrics to optimize for each task, using the maximize and minimize object properties. Generating the set of objective functions is thus straightforward; we just have to browse the ontology to find which concepts need to be optimized for each task.
As described in § IV-C, different use cases imply different metrics and thus different objective functions. The translation of a metric into an objective function must be defined by the modeler at some point, or be part of a set of pre-defined translations common to various use cases (e.g., network latency or energy consumption). For example, if we note α(l) the latency of a network l, minimizing the network latency for a task t will be expressed as minimizing the sum of the latencies of all network links used by the node n to communicate to all sensors and actuators involved in the data flow of task t, if t is deployed on node n:
Similarly, maximizing the availability of a task t will be expressed as follows, with β(l) and β(s) being the failure rates of a network l and a sensor s, respectively:
Regarding global objectives, the principle is similar: instead of minimizing/maximizing an objective function for one task, we minimize/maximize the sum of an objective function f over the set of tasks T : t∈T f (t). c) Constraints: In the ontology, some constraints are explicitly defined by the modeler (e.g., the minimum failure rate for a task) and some constraints are added ex-nihilo for consistency reasons, based on the ontology data properties (e.g., the resource consumption of the tasks on a node can not exceed the resource of the node).
Most of the task constraints in our problem are conditional, i.e., if a task is deployed on a node, we want to ensure that the task needs are satisfied. This can be expressed using reified constraints [40] , i.e., the composition of a constraint and a binary variable that denotes its true value. For example, the following constraint expresses that if a task t is mapped on a node n, we have to make sure that each sensor s feeding the task t has a data production rate γ(s) that satisfies the minimum data rate constraint γ(t) expressed on the task t:
Similar constraints are defined for all the pre-defined metrics provided by the ontology, e.g., failure rate β or network latency α:
Regarding the ex nihilo constraints, the following rules ensure that the overall resource consumption never exceed the available resources: ∀n ∈ N , each node capacity is not exceeded:
∀l ∈ L, each network link capacity is not exceeded:
d) Node placement and task allocation conflicts: In the stated optimization problem, we defined many variables based on the set of nodes N . However, in our problem, the set of nodes is the result of the optimization process and is thus not known a priori. Unfortunately, the two sub-problems are not separable: the allocation of a task to a node depends on the node location while the location of a node depends on the tasks that run on it. As a consequence, it is not possible to compute the set of nodes before performing the task allocation. To ensure that our problem can still be modeled as a constraint problem, we change the problem by creating a virtual set of nodes defined as follows:
• Each physical entity p ∈ P has one node of each type (i.e., all physical entities provide all types of node); • For encouraging the co-location of tasks, a new objective function is added to the multi-objective problem for maximizing node utilization, i.e., the amount of resource r consumed on each node:
• Once a solution is found, the empty nodes are discarded.
B. Building the Constraint Solver Code
In the IoT context, many different optimization techniques, such as linear programming [41] , heuristics [42] or metaheuristics [43] , have been proven useful for solving various types of problems. In practice, there exist various tools and frameworks that implement these techniques for modeling and solving an optimization problem. Building an executable code for the stated optimization problem thus consists into translating the abstract optimization formulation into a concrete optimization specification for the target tools. The generated code will be indeed specific to the set of tools targeted for expressing and running the optimization process.
In our case, we have seen that our optimization problem is multi-objective -e.g., when we need to maximize both the availability of one task and the occupancy of nodes-, and non-linear because of constraint reifications. It is possible to convert a multi-objective problem into a single-objective one using scalarizers, i.e., techniques for combining mutiple [44] . It is also possible to linearize reified constraints by introducing intermediary variables although this is quite inefficient in practice [41] . Our approach for code generation thus targets constraint programming solvers instead of linear programming ones. For our proof of concept, we considered the Choco solver and defined how to map the optimization problem into Choco concepts, as shown in Table III .
In practice, any code generator can be implemented. The formalization of the problem and its actual resolution being well-separated, the custom code generator can be implemented to target any optimization problem solver. For example, a code generator can enforce scalarization or perform automated linearization in the generated code to target a single-objective optimizer or a linear programming solver. If empirical knowledge exists for the considered domain, heuristic-based code generator can be implemented as well.
C. The Modeler as a Feedback Source
In our approach, we want the modeler to be integrated deeply in the optimization process. Domain experts usually have empirical experience of what a good solution may look like, and enabling them to express their intuitions can be a key for adoptions of such automated methods.
• Feedback on objectives: the modeler should be able to express what would be good values for some objective functions (e.g., energy consumption of task t should be close to 95%). This technique is known in the literature as a reference point [44] and consists in replacing the objective function by the minimization of the distance to the reference point. This technique can also be used as a scalarizer, if the modeler specifies a reference point for all the objective functions. • Feedback on variables values: the modeler should be able to express what would be good values for some variables (e.g., define a good placement for some nodes and some tasks), by converting these variables into constants. • On-the-fly refinement: the modeler should be able to influence the exploration method of the constraint solver. The first solution that satisfies the constraints, or the best solution found after a given computation time, is presented to the modeler for evaluation. The modeler can then reorient the solution by changing the reference points or validate the good parts of the solution by converting n[t] variables into constants.
VI. CONCLUSION
The IoT is called to bring digital smartness to most vertical sectors. Although there already exist many successful deployments of the IoT in the public (e.g., cf. smart cities) and private (e.g., cf. industry 4.0) domains, the configuration of IoT systems remains a challenge. This is especially true when one considers the deployment of the IoT system at scale. Our vision is that distributed systems research and development has a significant role to play toward the democratization of the IoT, which is well illustrated by prior vision research papers for the field (see [45] - [47] ).
In our work, we tackle more specifically the complexity of optimizing the configuration of IoT systems at the edge, which is essential to ensure relevant properties like: reduced resource consumption, enforcing privacy, reduced financial costs, etc. As a starting point, we build upon ontological engineering that provides us with the formal description of the real world -spanning the physical and cyber entities. The added value of ontologies for the IoT has been acknowledged for long and has shown to enable overcoming the high heterogeneity of the IoT systems. However, our vision is that we need a re-think of how ontologies are exploited in the design of distributed IoT systems. Specifically, we consider that it may serve taming the complexity of the system regarding both the deployment of the cyber entities to monitor and control the physical world, and implementing the relevant distributed computation at the edge. In a nutshell, we consider that provided the ontologies associated with the relevant vertical and digital domains, we may provide domain experts with an overall framework -The L ATTICE framework-assisting the development of distributed IoT systems. As a first evidence, this paper has shown how to automate the optimization of the IoT system at the edge provided the abstract specification of the system regarding its constituent physical and cyber entities.
We are currently finalizing an early prototype implementation of the L ATTICE framework, which we intend to experiment using the concrete hydroponics use case that we presented in the paper. Obviously, many challenges remain. One is to make the framework sufficiently generic for the large diversity of IoT systems. That is, we need to allow leveraging the most relevant optimization technique for the given IoT system. Another challenge is to make the framework tractable for the domain expert, which we intend to address by working closely with experts of various domains.
